Clean, Silent and Efficient Refrigeration
Solutions for Distribution and City Operations
Trailer Refrigeration
Multi Temperature
Truck Refrigeration
Single and Multi Temperature

•
•
•
•

Lowest environmental impact
Ideal for distribution services
Extreme low noise: PIEK certified
Precise temperature control

Cryogenic Technology
for Truck and Trailer

Transport refrigeration: the past and the future
Temperature control of transported goods has changed the way we live. It makes possible the variety,
quality and safety of food products on which we depend. The removal of unwanted heat from a
temperature controlled load requires energy, and for the past 70 years we have depended on fossil fuels
and fluorinated refrigerants. By-products of this technology include noise and atmospheric pollution.
Today, there is a viable alternative.
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Thermo King’s patented technology married to liquid Carbon Dioxide (CO2 ) recovered from recycled
waste provides reliable, powerful and exceptionally quiet cooling with minimal environmental impact.
The fuel is recovered as a waste by-product from processes such as fertiliser and ammonia production.
It is stored in purpose built refuelling stations, such as a public facility. Where public facilities do not
yet exist, customers typically store fuel at their own sites. Refrigerated vehicles are refuelled from the
station, into a specially designed tank holding at least one day’s on-board supply.
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Carbon Footprint of CryoTech Systems
Does the released Carbon Dioxide contribute to global warming?
No. Because the liquid Carbon Dioxide (CO2) is sourced from recycled waste gas, there is no cumulative
global warming effect. CryoTech systems simply enable a second use of the substance, so that no
additional greenhouse gases are created during the operation of a unit.
There would be some greenhouse gases created (due to use of electricity) during the liquefaction of
CO2 but this is significantly less than similar systems running on nitrogen. The total carbon footprint for
the use of a CryoTech system is a quarter of that of a conventional diesel system and a third of that of a
nitrogen cryogenic system.
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How do CryoTech systems work?
CryoTech systems move liquid CO2 from
the refillable vehicle tank through a sealed
evaporator coil inside the cargo space, thus
cooling the coil. Temperature controlled air is
circulated over the coil and through the cargo
space. Finally, having extracted all the useful
energy, it exhausts to the atmosphere (not into
the cargo space).

On trailer applications, heat for defrost of the
evaporator coil and temperature control is
generated by a diesel heater as required.
On truck applications, vehicle engine coolant
provides the heating effect on the road,
while an electric heater coil is used on electric
standby.
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This exceptionally low operating noise ensures
that both truck and trailer CryoTech systems
meet the demanding PIEK standard. The PIEK
regulations were established in the Netherlands
and enforce a 60dB(A) limit during night-time
deliveries in urban areas.

Sound Level Comparison
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Whisper Quiet
The unique nature of CryoTech systems and
lack of any moving parts, such as diesel engines
and compressors, allows for effectively silent
operation. At its loudest, it is 90% quieter than
a conventional diesel refrigeration unit and
quieter than the typical background noise level
in an office environment.
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Performance
CryoTech systems have been designed for
the most demanding retail and distribution
operations. Due to the unique nature of the
technology including the lack of a condenser
coil, the capacity of the unit does not change
with ambient temperature.
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So their performance is substantially superior
to conventional units, as indicated in the
accompanying chart.
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CryoTech systems can pull down and recover
temperature up to four times faster than a
conventional system. This capability to recover
temperature extremely rapidly makes them ideal
for such applications.

Pull Down Comparison
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Advantages for Distribution
Distribution runs with temperature sensitive
loads place extreme demands on a refrigeration
system. Each delivery allows ambient air to
enter the cargo space, raising temperatures and
risking damage to the load.
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Increased Shelf-Life
Small variations in temperature can significantly affect the shelf-life of sensitive produce.
For example, a difference of 1°C can reduce the shelf-life of lettuce by over a day.
Grapes deteriorate more in ten minutes at 35°C than in 16 hours at 20°C.
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Economy and Value
Total life costs of CryoTech systems compare
favourably with conventional refrigeration
technology.

Total Life Cost

Purchase and installation costs are typically
similar. However, maintenance costs are lower,
as CryoTech systems have very few moving
parts.
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Fuel costs vary depending on the nature of
the operation (as they do with conventional
refrigeration systems). In countries with
relatively low diesel prices, liquid CO2 fuel costs
may well exceed local diesel fuel costs.
System life is superior to conventional
refrigeration systems as is reliability, due to the
simplicity of CryoTech systems. This is backed
up by a class-leading 3-year warranty.
Potential users of CryoTech are offered a full
consultative service to estimate actual operating
costs in their specific applications.
Government incentives, in the form of subsidies
for environmentally friendly equipment, may
apply in certain countries. These are not taken
into account in the life cost model.
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Advantages of CryoTech
Features

Commercial Benefits

Environmental Benefits

Effectively silent

• Access to inner-city zones for night-time
deliveries - increased fleet utilization,
reduced fuel consumption
• Compliance with noise and truck engine
idling regulations

• Driver and residents comfort
• Reduced noise pollution
• Less time spent in traffic lower vehicle emissions

Zero diesel emissions from • Fuel cost largely independent of oil price
refrigeration
fluctuation
• Compliance with current and future
regulations

• Significantly lower carbon
footprint

No fluorinated refrigerant

• Compliance with current and future
regulations

• No refrigerants to dispose off
• No ozone depletion or increase
in green house gas emissions

Fewer moving parts

• High reliability
• Lower downtime and maintenance costs
• Long life

• No lubricants or other
hazardous waste to dispose off

Rapid pull down

• Increased vehicle usage
• Increased distribution centre productivity

• Lower emissions from engine

Rapid temperature
recovery

• Enhanced temperature control and
increased product shelf life
• Reduced load loss under extreme
conditions

• Reduced waste from spoilage

Innovative technology

• Complements an environmentally
responsible corporate identity
• Life costs compare favourably with
conventional technology

• No cumulative global warming
effect from refrigeration
• Powered by recycled fuel
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A product for your application
Model

Maximum Length

CT-15 Spectrum

Frozen or Fresh

13+ m

Multi Temperature
CT-10 Spectrum

9+m

Multi Temperature
CT-10

9+m

Single Temperature

Dimensions (in millimetres)
624

164
1582

310
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Electric Control Module

1695 or 2080
2104

Remote evaporators
760

1050

ø 666

Tank

200

259
S-2 CT

Weights (approximate)
1100

1050

200

Evaporator
S-2 CT		
S-3 CT
S-2 CT+ 		

S-3 CT

1216

631

292
S-2 CT+

Electric Control Module
CT-10
CT-10 Spectrum
CT-15 Spectrum

Tank
330L Empty 		
330L Full 		
430L Empty 		
430L Full 		

35 kg
49 kg
145 kg
38 kg
54 kg
45 kg
171 kg
544 kg
207 kg
696 kg

Specifications

S-2 CT

S-3 CT

S-2 CT+

Refrigeration Capacity
System Net Cooling Capacity (independent of ambient temperature) capacities of multiple evaporators are cumulative
Return Air to Evaporators

°C

0°C

-20°C

0°C

-20°C

0°C

-20°C

Capacity on vehicle power/electric standby

W

5800

5200

8800

7800

13400

12500

Airflow Volume @ 0Pa static pressure

m3/hr

1360

2040

2500

Discharge Velocity (airthrow)

m/sec

9.1

9.1

6.2

HOST UNIT Electric Standby
AC Voltage/Phase/Cycles (system voltage)

380/3/50 (24V)
230/3/50 (24V)
115/1/60 (12V) (for CT-15 Spectrum) or 230/1/60 (12V) (for CT-10/CT10 Spectrum)

REFRIGERANT: RECYCLED LIQUID CO2, R-744
Charge, 330L Tank

kg

Maximum 373

Charge, 430L Tank

kg

Maximum 489

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Zone Configurations
Sample Configurations

Remote Evaporators
Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

CT-10 Single Temperature -1 zone
Evaporator
Cooling Capacity
Airflow

S-2 CT+
13400 W
2500 m³/hr
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CT-10 Spectrum Multi Temperature -2 Zone
Evaporator
Cooling Capacity
Airflow

S-2 CT
5800 W
1360 m³/hr

S-3 CT
8800 W
2040 m³/hr

S-2 CT
5800 W
1360 m³/hr

S-3 CT
8800 W
2040 m³/hr

Total cooling capacity 14600 W

CT-15 Spectrum Multi Temperature -3 Zone
Evaporator
Cooling Capacity
Airflow

S-3 CT
8800 W
2040 m³/hr

Total cooling capacity 23400 W

WARRANTY SUMMARY
Terms of the Thermo King Warranty are available on request. The unit and
its components are warranted to be free from defects in material and
workmanship from date in service according to the terms (in months) as
specified in the Thermo King Warranty.
Thermo King is not responsible and will not be held liable in contract or tort
(including strict liability and negligence) for any special, indirect or
consequential damages including but not limited to injury or damage
caused to vehicles, contents or persons, by reason of the installation or use
of any covered product or its mechanical failure.

Ingersoll Rand Climate Control Technologies provides equipment and services for:

TRANSPORT REFRIGERATION
Road Cargo
Air Cargo
Sea Cargo
Heating, Ventilation & Air conditioning
Bus
Rail
Stationary refrigeration
Commercial Applications
Industrial Applications

Providing equipment and services to manage controlled-temperature environments for food and other perishables,
our Climate Control Technologies sector encompasses both transport and stationary refrigeration solutions. Our
product brands include Thermo King®, a world leader in transport temperature control systems, and Hussmann® Koxka® manufacturer of refrigeration and food merchandising equipment.
www.thermoking.com

www.hussmann.com

www.koxka.com

www.ingersollrand.com

For further information please contact:

Ingersoll Rand Climate Control Technologies Alma Court building - Lenneke Marelaan 6, B-1932 Sint-Stevens-Woluwe, Belgium.
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